
International travel to France

1/ In the context of the implementation of the state of health emergency in France because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, access restrictions to Mainland France and to French Overseas territories are 
in effect.

Every traveler is requested, since 8 April 2020, to fill out and carry one of the following travel certificates 

according to his situation :

    •    For an international travel from abroad to mainland France

    •    for an international travel from abroad to French overseas territories

    •    for a trip from mainland France to French overseas territories

From 25 May 2020, travelers are also requested to fill out and carry with them a statement certifying they 

do not have any symptoms of a COVID-19 infection. The statement can be found below.

The certificate and the statement are to be presented to transportation companies before boarding, as well as 

to border control authorities.

2/ From 25 May 2020, the following sanitary measures will apply for international travelers upon 
arrival on the French territory :

• Travelers coming from the outside of the European space (all countries except European Union 

member states [except Spain], Andorra, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Norway, San Marino, 

Switzerland, Holy See), as well as travelers coming from the United Kingdom (from 8 June on) and 

from Spain (by air only), will be invited to carry out a 2-week quarantine at home, or in a dedicated 

location provided if needed, upon arrival in France. 

• Travelers coming from the inside of the European space (European Union member states [except 

Spain], Andorra, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Norway, San Marino, Switzerland, Holy See), will

not be subject to any sanitary measures if they show no symptoms of a COVID-19 infection. 
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